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Biography
"This is a high-risk record for an artist like myself," declares drummer/
bandleader T.S. Monk of his latest release, Crosstalk." I'm sitting pretty on top of
the straight ahead world. But my name is Thelonius Monk. It's my obligation
based on the legacy my father left me not to do the same thing over and over
again. I have to do something meaningful." Then the CD kicks in and you
immediately realize the man speaks not from arrogance or conceit, but from
truth. Crosstalk is quite possibly the most substantial, innovative disc to come
down the pike since Miles Davis's late '60s space explorations and Herbie
Hancock's early '70s funk excursions.
T.S. Monk is creating his own musical legacy, outside of that of his famous father.
After over two decades of recording his own music, however, it's clearly evident
if, in fact, there were any doubters left, that baby Monk has grown up into a full-
fledged artist of his own right. Tunes like "The Black Hole" and "Smile Of The
Snake" represent a unique amalgam of styles as traditional jazz instrumentation
propel R&B flavored rhythms which, in turn, inspire melodies reminiscent of
fusion's best moments. "Squeaky Clean" and "You Touched My Heart" pay
homage to T. S. Monk's straight ahead roots, while "A Touching Affair" utilizes
insistent Afro-Cuban percussion to create a sharp contrast to his bluesy cigarette
vocals of "Somebody Buy Me A Drink" and "Just a Little Lovin'," the playful
Barry Mann/Chynthia Weil classic. The title track sums it all up as it seamlessly
incorporates styles and genres rarely heard together on one disc, much less one
song. In short, Crosstalk, rather than falling neatly into pre-existing categories,
begs for the creation of new ones.
"It's is, I think," explains T.S.Monk, "in the continuum of works by Herbie
Hancock, Wayne Shorter, Chick Corea and Miles Davis. Those guys were my
mentors and inspiration for this project. Their musicianship and creative energy
were on such a high level they were able to do various styles of music. They flip-
flopped between worlds. What I've done on Crosstalk to try to live in all the
worlds on the same day with the same band and the same songwriters. Even the
band was a little mystified as to where I was going on this record, but they
trusted me and hung with me. And I'm glad they did. The results are pretty
amazing."
Amazing, of course, is nothing new for T.S. Monk. Born into royalty, so to speak,
Monk, who seemed to spend all this free time at his father's recording sessions,
began to secretly play drums at age 13 after quietly studying Art Blakey, Roy
Haynes, Frankie Dunlop, Billy Higgins, Ben Riley and other jazz elites who
recorded with his dad. Later, T.S. would receive personal lessons from still
another legendary figure, the great Max Roach. In 1972, after working steadily
with his father's jazz trio, T.S. Monk ventured off with his self-named R&B/
dance group. "What little money there was for jazz musicians went to the guys
who were already there," he says. "All the young turks took boogaloo gigs. Kool
& The Gang, ConFunkShun, Slave...all those cats came from jazz backgrounds."
The T.S. Monk Band scored major R&B hits with cuts like "Bon Bon Vie" and
"Too Much, Too Soon." Monk's seemingly safe cocoon existence came crashing in
on him in the early eighties, however, when tragedy struck in rapid succession.
Thelonius Monk Sr. died in 1982, girlfriend Yvonne Fletcher died in '83, and
sister Barbara died the following year. His father's passing was hard enough.
The subsequent deaths of Yvonne and Barbara from breast cancer, both of whom
sang with T.S. in the band, were just too much weight to bear. "I guess it's fair to
say I suffered a meltdown, if not mentally, most certainly musically," Monk now
concedes. "It was, to put it mildly, a very difficult time."
"Married, with two children, T.S. Monk dropped out of the scene, devoting his
time to the Thelonius Monk Institute until 1991 when the T.S. Monk Sextet
emergred with three critically acclaimed straight-ahead projects on Blue Note
Records. But just as things were coming together, T.S. was once again struck by
tragedy: after suffering from what seemed to be a cold, he woke up unable to
move a muscle in his face. He was diagnosed with Bell's Palsy, a rare neurologi-
cal condition with no known cause or treatment. Normally only affecting half the
face, T.S.'s case was bilateral-he could not blink, smile, or move his lips to speak.
The only cure is time, and T.S.'s waited five months to regain any use of his
muscles. "I didn't know if or when I would be able to appear in public again. It
was so hard I really didn't want to discuss it much afterwards, I just wanted to be
back in the business making music."
He came back with 1997's heralded Monk on Monk, his first CD for the N2K
Encoded (now N-Coded) Music label. The album was the 1998 Jazz Awards
Recording of the Year "Critics Pick," and also topped the Downbeat Reader's
Poll. "That CD marked a watershed event in my career," Monk relates. "It came
out great, but for me it closed the door on the issue of me dealing with my jazz
history and my father."
Crosstalk, on the other hand, opens doors both future and past. For the first
time since his bout with Bell's Palsy and the deaths of Yvonne and Barbara, T. S.
Monk is once again singing. "They taught me everything I knew about produc-
ing vocals and I called on them to help me out this time. I think they would
both be really upset with me if I never sang again. It took me a minute , but the
heart that I needed to give it a shot definitley comes from them."
Crosstalk is, in many ways, a heartening tale of musical and personal survival.
That he would flirt with the new, eschewing tradition and safe ground in the
process, is not at all surprising. That he would be so obviously proud of it is
even less surprising: "Crosstalk is what I'm really all about. I really love to sing
and play the drums. I really love R&B. I really love straight ahead. I've really
been waiting twenty years to do this album. And I'm really glad it's done."
